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Overview 
Designing an enterprise-level desktop delivery solution must take into account users, applications, 
desktops and the underlying infrastructure design.  Simply turning every user into a hosted desktop user, 
while possible, does not align the technical solution to the business challenge. Instead, a desktop delivery 
solution must provide users with the best operating environment based on their needs. Some users 
require process-focused applications, while others require a more dynamic environment allowing them to 
create and customize their work environment as needed.  This XenDesktop Design document creates a 
recommended solution for an organization based on their unique requirements and workforce 
characteristics, although generalized to remove any confidential information. In brief, the organization is:  

 A worldwide organization with 10,000 users 

 Supports the users from four data centers  

 Users are located in corporate offices, regional offices, small branch offices, home offices and 
virtual offices  

 Each user has a “home” data center, where they connect unless there is a failure 

Additional details about the customer are found in Appendix I: Customer Background.  
 

Executive Summary 
An organization currently utilizes four data centers (Miami, Los Angeles, London and Hong Kong) to 
support roughly 10,000 users across numerous local, regional and home offices.  Many of the desktops 
and laptops deployed throughout the organization are coming up to their 3-year lifecycle.  Some 
departments have already upgraded their desktop hardware to newer and more powerful systems, while 
other groups are looking at ways of prolonging the life of these devices.   

The variations in laptops and desktops in this type of an environment has resulted in the purchase and 
usage of numerous tools to help support and maintain the existing environment, which consists of a wide 
array of end point devices and configurations.  A small subset of applications is currently hosted on Citrix 
XenApp servers, which provide consistency for some of the more complex applications (CRM and ERP 
suites).  The organization is interested in an alternate desktop management solution and has decided 
upon virtual desktops.  

Key Takeaways 

Based on the organization’s characteristics, a one-size-fits-all virtual desktop solution does not align 
with the overall goals of simplifying the environment and keeping control of costs. Instead, Citrix 
recommends a mixed environment that focuses on aligning different technologies to specific user 
requirements, which can be integrated into a single, cohesive solution.  

Utilizing the Citrix Delivery Center, the organization can support the following types of desktops: 

 Hosted: This type of desktop is for those users who require a standard base desktop image 
that can be customized to fit their job function.  These users utilize their older physical 
workstations/laptops/devices to connect to a virtual desktop hosted within the data center on 
XenServer. Management and maintenance is done within the data center.  The hosted 
desktop model allows the organization to significantly prolong the life of endpoint devices.  

 Streamed: This type of desktop is for those users who have recently received a new physical 
workstation. Instead of letting the hardware sit idle, the workstation receives a virtual desktop 
as a network stream.  Management and maintenance is done within the data center. The 
streamed desktop model allows the organization to utilize the hardware already purchased as 
part of the desktop refresh cycle while still standardizing and simplifying the desktop delivery 
model.  
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 Mobile/Offline: This type of desktop is for those users who require offline mobility (e.g. 
laptops). These users require a local installation of the operating system, but the applications 
are delivered as a network stream with offline mobility enabled. Management and 
maintenance of the operating system is done remotely while application support is in the data 
center. The physical desktop model allows the organization to still support the mobile 
workforce while centralizing application delivery.  

Expected Benefits 

Creating a new desktop delivery strategy involves taking a holistic view of the entire environment and 
developing a design for the future.  By following the design laid out in the upcoming pages, the 
organization can expect to see the following benefits: 

 Simplification: The organization can simplify desktop and application delivery. Instead of trying 
to support hundreds of desktop images across a wide array of hardware, the organization can 
greatly reduce the images into a small, manageable number while supporting any type of end 
point device. 

 Scalability: The solution can grow with the organization. Adding new users into the proposed 
architecture is simply a matter of directing the users to the global web address.  The users 
receive a hosted desktop immediately with their applications already preconfigured.  

 Increased Security: The organization can improve security of the environment by deciding 
which applications and data can leave the data center on mobile devices.  The mobile users 
are still capable of utilizing the most data sensitive applications from remote locations while 
keeping the data secured within the data center.  

 Personalization: Users receive a completely customized operating environment while not 
requiring IT to support hundreds of operating system and application combinations.  The 
proposed solution separates a user’s desktop into multiple layers, which can be shared 
between numerous users. Those layers are dynamically brought together during connection. 

Infrastructure Summary 

Moving the organization into a virtual desktop delivery solution, like Citrix XenDesktop, requires an 
infrastructure capable of supporting hosted desktops and streamed desktops. At a high-level, 
hardware estimates are as follows (these numbers will be revised during the Build/Test phase of the 
project): 

Data Center  Users Physical 
Servers 

Desktop 
Images 

Storage Requirements 

Miami 5,000 119 

3 images across all 
sites 

 

Persistent: 320 GB 

Temporary: 19.8 TB 

Los Angeles 3,000 62 Persistent: 220 GB 

Temporary: 9 TB 

London 1,000 29 Persistent: 160 GB 

Temporary: 4 TB 

Hong Kong 1,000 29 Persistent: 160 GB 

Temporary: 4 TB 

Storage requirements would be roughly 144TB if XenDesktop were not used. Persistent storage 
requirements equates to the space needed for Provisioning services streamed images, as well as 
backup images. The temporary storage requirements include the temporary write cache information 
created during a desktop session delivered via Provisioning services. Although the temporary storage 
is estimated in the terabytes, the actual storage used will be significantly less because of the tier-1 
storage design, which includes data-deduplication.  

The sections that follow go into more detail as to the calculations for the number of servers, images 
and storage requirements.  

Design Summary 
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The remainder of this design document focuses on the design decisions around the following topics: 

 Conceptual Architecture: A high-level overview of the entire solution 

 Virtualization Infrastructure: A detailed design on the underlying virtualization infrastructure 
focusing on hardware, capacity, high-availability and storage.  

 Operating System Delivery: A detailed design on the delivery of the base operating system 
to hosted and streamed desktops with a focus on farm design, capacity, cache and high-
availability.  

 Application Delivery: Focuses on the integration of the application layer in regards to 
desktop delivery, specifically applications, integration and application optimization.  

 Desktop Delivery: Creates a design for the desktop delivery process, with a focus on 
capacity, groups and group settings.  

 Virtual Desktop: Focuses on defining the components of a desktop image for hosted and 
streamed desktops. The section looks at virtual desktop specifications, desktop images and 
storage requirements.  

 Access Design: Focuses on how internal and external users receive their resources.  

 Business Continuity Design: Focuses on designing a solution that reduces the impact of 
service faults on users. 
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Conceptual Architecture 
The organization’s desktop delivery solution consists of a few core requirements: 

 Simplified access 

 Seamless integration 

 Scalable infrastructure 

The conceptual architecture provides a high-level overview of the XenDesktop design.  The detailed 
design sections, which follow, provide greater detail into the architecture.  

Simplified Access 

Any external user – who uses the Internet for connectivity to the data center – uses a single fully 
qualified domain name and automatically connects to the most appropriate location.  This solution 
provides simplified access as users are not required to remember different addresses based on their 
location, but are instead directed to their home data center. NetScaler is integrated into each data 
center location and connected together with Global Server Load Balancing, as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1: Cross Site Design 

Because external users are crossing the public Internet, all communication must be encrypted to 
prevent tampering and eavesdropping.  Access Gateway, which is an integrated component of the 
NetScaler platform, is used within each site to provide secure access over public links. 

Seamless Integration 

Due to different needs, not every user requires the use of a desktop.  Many users can have all of their 
requirements met with XenApp application delivery.  To continue simplifying the environment and 
leveraging investments in the infrastructure, the application and desktop delivery components are 
integrated together, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Integrated Application and Desktop Delivery 

Local, regional and remote users either receive their applications within a hosted desktop, a streamed 
desktop or directly from XenApp.  Based on user rights assignments, each user sees the appropriate 
application or desktop from Citrix Receiver.  The same infrastructure supports every user by providing 
the correct resource when requested.  

Scalable Infrastructure 

As the current estimate is for the environment to support 8,000 hosted and streamed desktops across 
four different data centers, as well as support the delivery of applications to all 10,000 users, the 
environment must be able to scale.  New farms, pools and servers can be brought online and 
seamlessly integrated into the infrastructure as shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: XenDesktop Site Design 

The diagram depicts a high-level overview of a single data center design for XenDesktop.  Subsequent 
data centers would have similar setups.   
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Virtualization Infrastructure Design 
In order to deliver the number of hosted desktops required to support the business without severely 
impacting data center space and power requirements, the physical servers are virtualized with Citrix 
XenServer. The number of physical servers, storage requirements and high availability requirements must 
be defined and designed.  

Virtualization Design 

The first design decision is determining the components in the XenDesktop solution to virtualize with 
XenServer.  As the organization needs to conserve data center space and provide flexibility into the 
underlying infrastructure, most of the environment is virtualized, as depicted in Figure 4. 

  
Figure 4: Virtualization Infrastructure Design 

As shown in the previous figure, the environment consists of numerous resource pools. This not only 
helps organize the environment better, but it also allows different groups to manage aspects of the 
environment without directly impacting other components. Additionally, resource pool configuration 
items, like high-availability, are completely customized on a resource pool by resource pool basis. The 
resource pools designed for the XenDesktop farm include: 

 XenDesktop Infrastructure (XDI): The XenDesktop Infrastructure resource pool is the 
underlying XenDesktop solution, which includes Web Interface, XenDesktop controllers and 
XenDesktop data store for the entire site.   

 XenApp Infrastructure (XAI): The XenApp Infrastructure resource pool is for the application 
delivery servers. The resource pool includes hosting XenApp servers, XenApp Data 
Collectors, and redundant Application Hubs – used for Application streaming. 

 Provisioning Services Infrastructure (PSI-Site): The Provisioning Services Infrastructure 
resource pool includes servers delivering the base operating system images for the entire 
environment. The vDisks include XenApp servers, XenDesktop servers, infrastructure servers, 
hosted desktops and streamed desktops. For remote offices with streamed desktops, a local 
XenServer pool contains redundant Provisioning Services servers.  

 Hosted Desktop Infrastructure (HDI-#): The Hosted Desktop Infrastructure resource pool 
consists of the actual hosted desktops. Depending on the required number of hosted desktops 
within the site, multiple Hosted Desktop Infrastructure resource pools are required.  

Hardware 

The hardware configuration has a direct impact on the XenDesktop architecture, especially when 
capacity is concerned.  The physical hardware virtualized with XenServer resembles the following, as 
categorized based on the resource pool: 
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Resource Pool  Processor Memory NIC Storage 

XenDesktop 
Infrastructure (XDI) 

16 cores 32 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit 
Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(write cache storage) 

Tier-2 

Fibre Channel SAN Fabric 

Features: 

 Data-deduplication 

 10,000 RPM drives 

XenApp Infrastructure 
(XAI) 

16 cores 64 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit 
Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(write cache storage) 

Tier-2 

Fibre Channel SAN Fabric 

Features: 

 Data-deduplication 

 10,000 RPM drives 

Provisioning Services 
Infrastructure (PSI-Main) 

4 cores 16 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit 
Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(vDisk storage) 

Tier-2 

Fibre Channel SAN Fabric 

Features: 

 Data-deduplication 

 10,000 RPM drives 

Provisioning Services 
Infrastructure (PSI-
Remote) 

2 cores 4 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit 
Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Local storage 

Hosted Desktop 
Infrastructure (HDI) 

16 cores 64 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit 
Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(write cache storage) 

Tier-2 

Fibre Channel SAN Fabric 

Features: 

 Data-deduplication 

 10,000 RPM drives 

The hardware defined for each resource pool is based on the initial estimates of virtual machines the 
pool must support while including redundancy across multiple physical servers. For example, 
Provisioning Services is mostly impacted by network throughput. Hosting too many Provisioning 
Services on a single XenServer would overwhelm the physical network before the physical processor 
and memory are fully consumed. Reducing the number of processor cores and amount of memory 
allows the XenServer to more fully consume all resources when the network link reaches maximum.  

As each resource pool either receives a Provisioning Services stream or sends a Provisioning 
Services stream, sufficient network bandwidth is critical.  Because of the network requirements, each 
XenServer, except the PSI-Remote, is configured with three-sets of network cards.  

 The dual port onboard NICs are bonded and only support XenServer management activities.  

 The second pair of bonded gigabit Ethernet ports is used to support virtual machine access 
(Provisioning Services stream, end-user connections, network services, etc).  

 Each XenServer includes dual fibre-channel cards to allow multi-pathing to the fibre-channel 
storage backend. If one fibre-channel card, switch or port fails, XenServer reroutes the I/O 
through the remaining fibre-channel card transparently.    

By storing data on a SAN backend, XenServer is able to provide virtual machine high-availability, as 
described in an upcoming section. The SAN storage allows every XenServer, within the resource pool, 
to see the storage for each virtual machine.  Visibility into the virtual machines defined storage allows 
any XenServer to host the virtual machine. The data stored within the SAN storage includes the 
Provisioning Services write cache and server data. During peak usage it is estimated that each hosted 
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desktop incurs 20 IOPS (input/output operations per second), with decreased IOPS throughout the 
day.  To provide the sufficient response time for the users during periods of increased activity, the 
integrated SAN storage is Tier-2 and includes 10,000 RPM drives and data-deduplication.   

For the Provisioning Services Infrastructure (PSI-Remote) pool, which is located in the remote offices, 
the hardware specifications are significantly reduced from those of the main site.  The PSI-Remote 
pool hosts redundant Provisioning Services servers for the regional office where streamed desktops 
are available (New York, Atlanta, San Francisco and Seattle).  

Note: Virtual machine hardware definitions are defined in greater detail in upcoming component 
design sections.  

Capacity Planning 

Determining the right amount of hardware for the XenDesktop environment is crucial towards creating 
the lowest cost solution while providing acceptable performance for the end user. Adding unneeded 
hardware greatly increases the hardware costs, support costs and power costs.  The following table is 
the initial estimate for the XenDesktop infrastructure, which is based on the customer scenario 
described in Appendix I: Customer Background. 

 Components Total 

Site Desktops Provisioning 
Services 

Desktop 
Controllers 

Web 
Interface 

XenServer 

Miami 3800 hosted 
(40:1 ratio) 

1000 
streamed 

9 local servers  
(2:1 ratio) 

4 regional office 
servers  
(1:1 ratio) 

 

4 servers 
(4:1 ratio) 

2 servers  
(4:1 ratio) 

XenServer Total: 119 Servers 

 Desktops: 105 (95+10%) 

 Provisioning Services 

o Data Center: 6 (5+1) 

o Regional Offices: 4 

 XenDesktop Controller: 2 (1+1) 

 Web Interface: 2 (1+1) 

Los 
Angeles 

1800 hosted 
(40:1 ratio) 

600 streamed 

6 local servers  
(2:1 ratio) 

4 regional office 
servers  
(1:1 ratio) 

 

2 servers 
(4:1 ratio) 

2 servers  
(4:1 ratio) 

XenServer Total: 62 Servers 

 Desktops: 50 (45+10%) 

 Provisioning Services 

o Data Center: 4 (3+1) 

o Regional Offices: 4 

 XenDesktop Controller: 2 (1+1) 

 Web Interface: 2 (1+1) 

London 800 hosted 
(40:1 ratio) 

3 servers  
(2:1 ratio) 

2 servers 
(4:1 ratio) 

2 servers  
(4:1 ratio) 

XenServer Total: 29 Servers 

 Desktops: 22 (20+10%) 

 Provisioning Services: 3 (2+1) 

 XenDesktop Controller: 2 (1+1) 

 Web Interface: 2 (1+1) 

Hong 
Kong 

800 hosted 
(40:1 ratio) 

3 servers  
(2:1 ratio) 

2 servers 
(4:1 ratio) 

2 servers  
(4:1 ratio) 

XenServer Total: 29 Servers 

 Desktops: 22 (20+10%) 

 Provisioning Services: 3 (2+1) 

 XenDesktop Controller: 2 (1+1) 

 Web Interface: 2 (1+1) 

Note: The number of XenServer servers calculated does not include the number required to host 
XenApp servers.  

To provide initial levels of redundancy, a small percentage of additional hardware is included with the 
initial estimates.  The extra capacity helps overcome potential hardware failures.  

Also, even though the estimate for the XenDesktop pool service is 1,500 simultaneous startups, the 
organization’s geographical presence must be taken into account.  For example, the Miami data center 
supports 3,800 hosted desktops, but users are spread across two different time zones.  The initial 
surge in desktop connections occurs at 8:00AM eastern time.  One hour later, users in the central time 
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(Minneapolis and Houston) connect resulting in another surge in hosted desktop startups.  The spread 
of the XenDesktop farm across multiple time zones allows the farm to scale higher as the number of 
simultaneous hosted desktop startups is also spread across many hours instead of one.  

Due to desktop upgrade cycles, users within the New York, Atlanta, San Francisco and Seattle 
regional offices are able to use their local desktop instead of a hosted desktop. Instead of deploying 
these desktops as installed desktops, they will be streamed desktops whose image originates from 
Provisioning Services. Due to bandwidth requirements of the stream, a pair of Provisioning Services 
servers is allocated to each of the impacted regional offices, which subsequently reduces the load off 
of the data center Provisioning Services servers.  

High-Availability 

Virtualizing the XenDesktop environment with XenServer provides three different levels of high-
availability.   

 Protect: Protected servers automatically restart if there is a physical server failure.  The 
protected virtual machine is started on another XenServer having available resources. Only 
the most critical systems should be protected. 

 Restart if Possible: If a virtual machine is on a failed physical server, the virtual machine only 
restarts if there are enough resources within the XenServer resource pool. XenDesktop 
infrastructure components that already have some level of redundancy built in are typically 
configured with this setting.  

 Do Not Restart: If a virtual machine is on a failed physical server, it remains off until restarted 
by another system or an administrator.  

Based on these three high-availability options, the following are the recommended settings for the 
components within the different resource pools.  

 

Component Protection Level Justification 

Resource Pool: XDI 

 XenDesktop Controller(s) Primary: Protect 

Secondary: Restart if 
Possible 

Need to guarantee at least one controller is 
available. Additional controllers are desirable 
for scalability and fault tolerance.  

 Web Interface(s) Primary: Protect 

Secondary: Restart if 
Possible 

Need to guarantee at least one Web 
Interface is available to allow users access to 
desktops and applications. Additional servers 
recommended for scalability and fault 
tolerance 

 Data Store Protect The XenDesktop data store is critical to the 
proper functioning of the XenDesktop farm.  
It must be running to allow for the creation of 
new virtual desktop connections.  

 License Server Protect The Citrix License server is critical to the 
proper functioning of XenDesktop, XenApp 
and Provisioning Services.   

Resource Pool: HDI 

 Hosted Desktop(s) Do not restart If a user’s hosted desktop fails, the user can 
immediately connect to another hosted 
desktop. While connecting, the XenDesktop 
Controller(s) starts the appropriate number of 
hosted desktops based on XenDesktop 
group idle settings. However, if a virtual 
desktop is dedicated and not pooled, then 
the user must wait for the hosted desktop to 
restart. As part of the organization’s design, 
there are no dedicated hosted desktops 
defined.  

Resource Pool: XAI  
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 XenApp Controller(s) Primary: Protect 

Secondary: Restart if 
Possible 

Need to guarantee at least one XenApp 
controller is available. Additional controllers 
provide a level of fault tolerance to the 
environment. 

 Application Hub(s) Primary: Protect 

Secondary: Restart if 
Possible 

Need to guarantee at least one Application 
Hub for application streaming to occur. 
Redundant hubs are recommended for 
scalability and fault tolerance. 

 XenApp Hosts Restart if Possible XenApp hosts are critical for delivering 
hosted applications. Although they are 
critical, other XenApp hosts can support a 
temporary increase in user load. 

 Data Store Protect Although the XenApp farm can function 
without the data store, changes cannot be 
made to the underlying infrastructure.   

Resource Pool: PSI  

 Provisioning Services server(s) 

Main Site 

Restart if Possible Provisioning Services provides its own layer 
of high-availability.  The environment is 
designed to accommodate the loss of a 
single Provisioning Services server without 
impacting users. Based on the subsequent 
Provisioning Services and XenServer design, 
any failed server automatically restarts on an 
available XenServer.  

 Provisioning Services server(s) 

Remote Site 

Not applicable The Provisioning Services servers at the 
regional offices are configured with local 
storage.  This prevents the servers from 
being moved to another available XenServer.  
However, the design provides enough 
capacity on a single Provisioning Server for 
the entire regional office.  

Storage 

Each XenDesktop component is virtualized on XenServer, which requires shared storage allocation to 
enable live migration (XenMotion) across physical hosts. Each component has different storage 
needs.  Because the hosted desktops, desktop controllers and Web Interface servers are streamed 
from Provisioning Services, they only require storage for the write cache.  The following table gives an 
initial estimate as to the amount of storage space required for the organization’s environment.  The 
estimates are for maximum usage without taking into account de-duplication and unused space:  

 

 Components 

Site Desktops Provisioning 
Services (Main Site) 

Desktop 
Controllers 

Web Interface 

Miami Temp Storage: 19.8 TB 

(3,800 hosted desktops) 

Servers: 220 GB  

Live Images: 100 GB 

Temp Storage: 24 GB Temp Storage: 8 GB 

Los 
Angeles 

Temp Storage: 9 TB 

(1,800 hosted desktops) 

Servers: 120 GB 

Live Images: 100 GB 

Temp Storage: 16 GB Temp Storage: 8 GB 

London Temp Storage: 4 TB 

(800 hosted desktops) 

Servers: 60 GB 

Live Images: 100 GB 

Temp Storage: 8 GB Temp Storage: 8 GB 

Hong 
Kong 

Temp Storage: 4 TB 

(800 hosted desktops) 

Servers: 60 GB 

Live Images: 100 GB 

Temp Storage: 8 GB Temp Storage: 8 GB 

 Desktops: For this design, 5 GB per desktop storage allocation is recommended for the write 
cache to store temporary information that differs from the base Provisioning Services image.  
This includes end-user monitoring database, pagefile and XenApp Application streaming 
profiles.  Once the desktop is powered off, the storage space is released. As storage has a 
direct impact on the speed and performance of the desktop, tier-2 storage is recommended.  
Actual usage of storage space depends heavily on the usage patterns of the user and length 
of desktop uptime – average usage will likely be much lower than the recommended 5GB, but 
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this needs to be confirmed during the build/test phase.  Data deduplication is also enabled in 
order to further reduce storage requirements and cost.  

 Streamed desktops use local storage for the write cache while hosted desktops rely upon 
defined XenServer shared storage. This solution provides better write cache performance than 
storing the write cache on Provisioning Server.  This arrangement also provides maximum 
redundancy without reducing performance or increasing storage requirements and costs. 

 Provisioning Services: All Provisioning Services servers are running 64-bit OS allowing for 
large Windows system cache. As the system cache is larger, the Provisioning Services server 
does not have to request vDisk data blocks as often, which subsequently reduces the need for 
a tier-1 storage fabric. With regards to capacity, each server requires 20 GB of storage for the 
operating system and Provisioning Services installation.  Provisioning Services also requires 
roughly 100 GB of storage for current streaming images or live images.  (Note: XenApp 
images were not taken into consideration).  

o Desktops: Three desktop images at 20 GB each 

o Desktop Controllers: One Desktop Controller at 20 GB 

o Web Interface: One Web Interface at 20 GB 

 Desktop Controllers: Each desktop controller requires 5 GB of shared storage to hold 
persistent system-level information and the Provisioning Services write cache.  

 Web Interface: Each Web Interface server requires 5 GB of shared storage to hold persistent 
system-level information and the Provisioning Services write cache.  

Note: Storage requirements would be roughly 144TB of persistent storage if Provisioning Services 
were not used by estimating 30GB of storage per target.  
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Operating System Delivery Design 
 
XenDesktop utilizes Provisioning Services to deliver the operating system into a “blank” endpoint (hosted 
desktop, blade PC or streamed desktop) at startup. In order to properly design the Provisioning Services 
solution to scale and perform as needed, hardware specifications, high-availability options, and cache 
storage must be defined.  

Provisioning Services Operating System 

The delivered operating system bit level (32 bit or 64bit) can have a profound impact on the capacity of 
the entire environment.  Systems running the 64bit version of Windows Server 2008 are able to 
support higher amounts of memory, which can be allocated to server subsystems. However, the 
organization has not put forth plans to start standardizing on the 64bit platform, so all provisioned 
servers are configured with Windows Server 2008 32-bit.  The exception is Provisioning Server.  

Provisioning Services servers can benefit from the increased system-level allocations. Any recently 
accessed blocks of a vDisk are stored initially in the system cache and then in general memory.   With 
the 32-bit version of Windows Server 2003, the system cache is limited to 860MB, while the 64-bit 
edition of Windows Server 2008 has a maximum of 1TB.  This allows more vDisk blocks to be stored 
in memory which reduces read times for future access of the same blocks (a common occurrence 
when hundreds of users are accessing the same vDisk). Although the server definition for the 
Provisioning Services system do not have 1TB of RAM, a larger portion of RAM is used for system 
cache in the 64bit version, which should increase the speed of image delivery while reducing the 
impact on the physical server.   

In order to optimize the environment for desktop and server delivery, the following configurations are 
implemented on the Provisioning Services operating system:   

 Setting performance to be optimized for System Cache  

 No /PAE switch enabled 

 TCP offloading disabled 

Hardware 

Even though the Provisioning Services servers are virtualized on XenServer, each virtual Provisioning 
Services server must include proper hardware allocation – processors, memory, and network 
interfaces. Based on the planned XenDesktop design, the following is the recommended hardware 
configuration: 

Component  Processor Memory NIC 

XenServer Physical Hardware 
(Main Site) 

4 cores 16 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(vDisk storage) 

 Virtual Provisioning Services 
Hardware Allocation 

4 cores 8 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(vDisk storage) 

 Virtual Provisioning Services 
Hardware Allocation 

4 cores 8 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Multipath dual fibre-channel 
(vDisk storage) 
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XenServer Physical Hardware 
(Remote Site) 

2 cores 4 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

 Virtual Provisioning Services 
Hardware Allocation 

2 cores 2 GB Bonded Dual Gigabit Ethernet  
(virtual machine access) 

Bonded dual onboard NIC 
(management interface) 

Provisioning Services typically maximizes the network interface well before memory or processor.  
This allows the single physical server at the main site to host two Provisioning Services servers 
without over committing memory and processors.  

At the remote sites, the physical hardware configuration is less powerful than the main site hardware 
configuration because the remote sites are only delivering images to a small subset of local users.   

Note: If the Provisioning Services server is not scaling appropriately when virtualized on XenServer, it 
might be advisable to host Provisioning Services from a physical server.  

Capacity Planning 

The number of physical XenServer systems used to deliver virtual Provisioning Services servers is 
based on the number of target devices a single Provisioning Services server can support.  Because 
this design is provisioning Web Interface and the XenDesktop controllers, they must be taken into 
account when determining the number of XenServers and Provisioning Services servers required.  

Note: The number of Provisioning Services servers calculated does not include the number required 
to stream XenApp servers.  

 

 Component Server Totals 

Site Desktops XenDesktop 
Controllers 

Web Interface Provisioning 
Services 

XenServer 

Main Sites 

Miami 3800 hosted 

400 streamed 

4 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

9 virtual servers  

 Required: 8 

 Redundancy: 1 

6 physical servers 

 Required: 5 

 Redundancy: 1 

Los 
Angeles 

1800 hosted 

300 streamed 

 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

6 virtual servers  

 Required: 5 

 Redundancy: 1 

4 physical servers 

 Required: 3 

 Redundancy: 1 

London 800 hosted 2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

3 virtual servers  

 Required: 2 

 Redundancy: 1 

3 physical servers 

 Required: 2 

 Redundancy: 1 

Hong 
Kong 

800 hosted 2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

3 virtual servers  

 Required: 2 

 Redundancy: 1 

3 physical servers 

 Required: 2 

 Redundancy: 1 

Regional Sites 

New York 450 streamed Not applicable Not applicable 2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 physical servers 

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

Atlanta 150 streamed Not applicable Not applicable 2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 physical servers 

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

San 
Francisco 

200 streamed Not applicable Not applicable 2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

2 physical servers 

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

Seattle 100 streamed Not applicable Not applicable 2 virtual servers  2 physical servers 
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 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

Provisioning Services delivers the image to both streamed and hosted desktops, thereby allowing 
users to utilize their physical hardware while still simplifying maintenance and management. Because 
the network links between the main data center and the four regional offices containing streamed 
desktops are not large enough, local Provisioning Services servers are required.  To simplify the 
environment, the architecture at the regional sites is designed similarly to the main data centers in that 
Provisioning Services is a virtual server on XenServer. 

Note: The estimates used for Provisioning Services capacity is for 500 streams per server. This is a 
conservative estimate at this stage of the design. The number of streams per server will be determined 
during the Build/Test phase of the project.  

High-Availability 

Hosted desktops, streamed desktops, XenDesktop controllers, Web Interface and XenApp are 
delivered by Provisioning Services.  If one Provisioning Services server fails, the connected target 
devices must be able to reacquire a streaming connection from another available Provisioning 
Services server. High-availability requires each Provisioning Services server have access to the same 
vDisk as other Provisioning Services servers. For the main data centers, a network-attached storage 
device is used to host the vDisk images, as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Provisioning Services High-Availability at Data Center 

Although high-availability for Provisioning Services is possible without a shared storage device, it 
requires the vDisk images to be located on each server. When a vDisk is updated, the new vDisk 
images must be synchronized between all Provisioning Services servers.  As there are multiple vDisk 
files for different desktops, XenDesktop controllers, Web Interface servers and XenApp servers, 
keeping the vDisk images synchronized between all Provisioning Services servers will result in an 
administrative overhead.  By using a shared storage device, the management of the environment is 
simplified.  

Secondly, in order to provide redundancy during the boot-up sequence, the bootfile must also include 
redundant Provisioning Services addresses, with a maximum of four. Any four Provisioning Services 
addresses can be used.  Using four provides redundancy across Provisioning Services as well as 
across XenServers as each XenServer is only hosting two Provisioning Services servers.  

However, the four regional offices delivering streamed desktops, the shared storage backend is not as 
critical. Instead of using a shared storage solution, local storage is used as shown in the following 
figure. 
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Figure 6: High-Availability at Regional Sites 

As the data center’s Provisioning Services servers are delivering images to Web Interface and 
XenDesktop controllers, the regional site’s Provisioning Services servers are only delivering images to 
100-500 local, physical desktops. There are fewer images to maintain.  While the shared storage is 
important in the data center, due to image synchronization challenges, the regional sites do not have 
this issue as there are only two Provisioning Services servers and a few desktop images. But just like 
the data center-base Provisioning Services servers, in order to provide high-availability at the regional 
sites, the local Provisioning Services servers must store the vDisk images in the same location on the 
local disk.  

The remote site configuration also includes modification to the Provisioning Services bootfile. The 
bootfile is updated to include addresses for the two local Provisioning Services servers.  

Cache 

Each Provisioning Services connected target device – whether it is a hosted desktop, streamed 
desktop, XenDesktop controller, Web Interface server or a XenApp server – uses a shared image file 
containing the target device’s operating system.  Each image is shared across similar target devices, 
thus reducing the number of unique images, making it easier to maintain and ensuring consistency 
between devices.  The shared image is read-only, which requires a writable cache for target devices to 
maintain for the duration of the target’s runtime.  Based on the size and scope of the XenDesktop 
environment, the following are recommendations for the Provisioning Services write cache location: 
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Streamed 
Component 

Design Decision Justification 

Hosted Desktops Cache on target device’s hard 
disk (shared storage) 

Reduces network traffic 

Reduces impact on Provisioning Services server 

Facilitates virtual machine live migration (XenMotion) 

Increases responsiveness as communication stays local 

Streamed Desktops Cache on target device’s hard 
disk (local storage) 

XenDesktop Controllers Cache on target device’s hard 
disk (shared storage) 

XenApp Servers Cache on target device’s hard 
disk (shared storage) 

Web Interface Servers Cache on target device’s hard 
disk (shared storage) 

 
Caching the write cache on the target device’s hard disk requires local disk availability.  The storage 
design for the desktops is defined in the Desktop Design section.  
Farm Design 

Provisioning Service servers are allocated to a few regional sites (Atlanta, New York, San Francisco 
and Seattle) to facilitate desktop delivery to the local, physical desktop.  This is an important design 
consideration when designing the Provisioning Services farm structure.  Each site, data center and 
regional office, could be created as a separate Provisioning Services farm, but that configuration 
eliminates the centralization of control over the infrastructure from the four main data centers.  Instead, 
the Provisioning Services farm is designed as follows: 

 

Site Name Farm Site type Servers Stores Collections 

Data Center: Miami 

Miami Miami Farm Data Center MIAPVS-1  

thru  

MIAPVS-9 

XenApp Images 

XenDesktop Images 

Web Interface Images 

Hosted Desktop Images 

Streamed Desktop Images 

XenApp Servers  

XenDesktop Controllers 

Web Interface 

Hosted Desktops 

Streamed Desktops  

New York Miami Farm Regional Office NYPVS-1 

NYPVS-2 

Streamed Desktop Images Streamed Desktops  

Atlanta Miami Farm Regional Office ATLPVS-1 

ATLPVS-2 

Streamed Desktop Images Streamed Desktops  

Data Center: Los Angeles 

Los Angeles Los Angeles 
Farm 

Data Center LAPVS-1  

thru  

LAPVS-6 

XenApp Images 

XenDesktop Images 

Web Interface Images 

Hosted Desktop Images 

Streamed Desktop Images 

XenApp Servers  

XenDesktop Controllers 

Web Interface 

Hosted Desktops 

Streamed Desktops 

San 
Francisco 

Los Angeles 
Farm 

Regional Office SFOPVS-1 

SFOPVS-2 

Streamed Desktop Images Streamed Desktops  

 

Seattle Los Angeles 
Farm 

Regional Office SEAPVS-1 

SEAPVS-2 

Streamed Desktop Images Streamed Desktops  

Data Center: London 

London London 
Farm 

Data Center UKPVS-1  

UKPVS-2 

XenApp Images 

XenDesktop Images 

Web Interface Images 

Hosted Desktop Images 

Streamed Desktop Images 

XenApp Servers  

XenDesktop Controllers 

Web Interface 

Hosted Desktops 

Streamed Desktops 

Data Center: Hong Kong 
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Site Name Farm Site type Servers Stores Collections 

Hong Kong Hong Kong 
Farm 

Data Center HKPVS-1  

HKPVS-2 

XenApp Images 

XenDesktop Images 

Web Interface Images 

Hosted Desktop Images 

Streamed Desktop Images 

XenApp Servers  

XenDesktop Controllers 

Web Interface 

Hosted Desktops 

Streamed Desktops 

The Provisioning Services infrastructure is divided into four distinct farms based on the four data 
centers.  The Miami and Los Angeles farms each have three sites configured corresponding to the 
data center and regional offices hosting Provisioning Services servers. The main data center sites are 
configured with image stores and device collections comprising for the different streams, while the 
regional offices only contain the Streamed Desktop store and collection.   

Although Provisioning Services servers are deployed within a few regional offices, the environment is 
still centrally managed from the main data center.  Target devices – hosted desktops, streamed 
desktops, XenDesktop controllers, Web Interface servers and XenApp servers – receive their stream 
from the local site, helping to optimize the delivery of the image.  

As the Provisioning Services servers within a single farm are using the same image store, the servers 
themselves expect to find the vDisk images in the same location. However, as the regional servers are 
using local storage and the data center servers shared storage, the paths are different.  To overcome 
this, the regional office servers implement a “Path Override” for the Streamed Desktop Images store.  
The regional Provisioning Services override the shared storage path and use a local path.  
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Application Delivery Design 
Aligning applications with users is a core area for a desktop design.  Keeping in mind that roughly 80% of 
the users within the organization have a requirement for a desktop, the remaining 20% still require 
applications without the personalization of a desktop.  Instead of creating two separate environments, 
desktop and non-desktop, user requirements must be looked at together in order to create a solution that 
supports both groups.  The application delivery design section focuses on the applications and the 
delivery while building a foundation that meets the needs of all users.  

Applications 

The type of applications used plays a significant role in determining if a virtual desktop is required for a 
particular user.  Certain applications have multimedia, local device support or heavy resource 
requirements while other applications have complex interoperability configurations. A general 
understanding of each application must be identified in order to align application delivery with the 
virtual desktop environment.  

Based on the organization’s application environment, the following is identified:   

Application  User 
Group(s) 

Application Characteristics 

Office productivity All Consists of many separate, but integrated, applications for word 
processing, email, spreadsheets, personal databases and 
presentation development.  These applications are often used 
standalone, but are also required by other applications.  

Time/people management  All For salaried employees, an application is used to enter time 
while hourly employees utilize devices within the manufacturing 
sites that update their time automatically.  

Managers utilize the People Management portion of the 
application to approve time for hourly and salaried employees. 
For hourly employees, this information is used by payroll to cut 
paychecks for all employees.  

ERP Engineers 

Manufacturing 

Finance 

The ERP application is used by many different teams to align 
required resources for the manufactured goods.  This system is 
linked into many different backend systems ranging from 
resource planning, materials planning, inventory scheduling and 
costs tracking.  

CRM Sales 

Support 

Marketing 

The CRM application is used by numerous groups to track 
customer information including: purchases, support contracts, 
support calls, and customer contacts. This system relies upon a 
backend database in order to pull and post information about 
customers.  

CAD/CAM Engineers 

Manufacturing 

 

Design drawings are created by the engineers and utilized by 
manufacturing employees to properly configure factory floor 
configuration.  Users working with the CAD/CAM application 
create and interact with intense graphical drawings. As the 
application is complex with an extensive set of features, most 
users customize the user interface to be more productive.  The 
CAD/CAM application can use a significant amount of RAM and 
processing power to create and render the images.   

Desktop publishing Marketing The desktop publishing applications are used to create highly 
graphical content (brochures, banners, web pages) about the 
organization’s products.  These materials are used within trade 
magazines, print ads, emails and web pages. Depending on the 
medium used, the materials created could either be static 
graphics or animation/video content.  

Multimedia applications Marketing As part of the desktop publishing application are a set of 
multimedia applications used to create voice and video content.  
The multimedia applications allow for direct video manipulation 
and integration in the desktop publishing applications.  

Collaboration  All The collaboration applications allow users from any location to 
work together on the same document, presentation, or video 
recording.   
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Application  User 
Group(s) 

Application Characteristics 

Administration IT IT utilizes a set of applications that are used to support and 
maintain the infrastructure. These applications make network 
connections to different aspects of the IT environment.   

Development Tools Support The Support team uses a set of programming tools that allows 
them to investigate software programming issues with the 
manufactured product.   

Only a portion of the user population has a requirement for a desktop.  For those users, not every 
application is installed within the desktop.  Some applications are more appropriate for delivery from 
XenApp. In fact, only a small subset of applications are executed on the desktop, while a majority of 
the applications execute on the XenApp server, as shown in the following table.  

 

Application  Delivery Location Justification 

Office productivity Mobile/Offline desktops 

Streamed desktops 

Hosted desktops 

XenApp servers 

Every user requires the office productivity applications, 
even when on a mobile/offline device in a disconnected 
state. In addition, as many of the other applications also 
depend on the office productivity applications, the 
application set is included on the virtual desktops and 
XenApp servers.  

Time/people management  XenApp servers The time management application is a self-contained 
application with limited functionality but requires backed 
database connectivity.  XenApp will host this application to 
all users.  

ERP XenApp servers The ERP application set consists of many tightly-controlled 
configurations in order for all of the systems to function 
properly together. Users within the application follow 
specific workflows and are unable to deviate from the pre-
programmed operations. XenApp will host the ERP 
application in order to maintain the tightly controlled 
configurations.   

CRM XenApp servers Users working with the CRM application follow standard 
workflows to lookup and add new information for customer 
contact information. XenApp will host the CRM application 
as user workflows do not require customization to the 
environment. XenApp provides the standardization within 
application configurations environments.  

CAD/CAM Streamed desktops 

Hosted desktops 

 

The application is suited for desktop integration.  The 
resources consumed by the CAD/CAM application are 
limited to the amount allocated to the hosted desktop or 
streamed desktop. Additionally, using a desktop (hosted or 
streamed) allows users to personalize their operating 
environment easier than within a XenApp environment.   

Desktop publishing Mobile/Offline desktops 

Streamed desktops 

Hosted desktops 

 

The desktop publishing application is best suited for 
desktop delivery (hosted and streamed). Users often 
require custom configurations for the applications in order 
to develop content for a particular campaign. As the 
application does not require backend connections in order 
to create content, the application is available for offline 
usage.  

Multimedia applications Mobile/Offline desktops 

Streamed desktops 

Hosted desktops 

 

The multimedia applications are best suited for desktop 
delivery (hosted and streamed) due to the multimedia 
interactions and application customization.  Also, as the 
multimedia creations are utilized within the desktop 
publishing applications, it is optimal to have both sets of 
applications delivered from the same location.  

Collaboration  Cloud The collaboration solution is hosted within the cloud. Using 
a cloud-based solution allows users from any location and 
device to collaborate. The cloud-based solution also 
reduces the number of applications and systems the local 
IT team must support while still allowing all users to work 
interactively.  
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Application  Delivery Location Justification 

Administration Streamed desktops 

Hosted desktops 

 

Although the IT applications are typically used for specific 
workflows, many instances occur where more custom 
application usage scenarios are required or new plugins 
are needed.  By delivering the applications to the desktop, 
users can continue to work with the applications in a 
customized fashion. As the application requires a network 
connection in order to function, offline access is denied. 

Development Tools Streamed desktops 

Hosted desktops 

 

The development tools often require users to customize 
their environment while debugging programming issues. 
Also, many of these tools do not function properly on 
XenApp and Terminal Services systems due to the multi-
user aspects of the solution.  

As explained, due to factors like data needs, interoperability, and standardization, many of the 
applications continue to function on the XenApp servers.  

Integration 

The approach used to deliver the application to the hosted desktop, streamed desktop, mobile/offline 
desktop or XenApp server has a significant impact towards sustainability.  The XenDesktop solution 
provides three inherent options towards application integration: 

 Installed:  Applications installed into the operating system are part of the system (streamed 
desktop, mobile/offline desktop or hosted desktop image). For hosted and streamed desktops, 
every user that uses the particular desktop image receives the application, but the application 
is still maintained centrally within the desktop image. For mobile/offline desktops, the installed 
applications are maintained at the end point.   

 Hosted: Hosted applications are only available to users who are granted rights to run the 
application. Users who do not have access will not see the respective application icon. Upon 
launching the application, all execution occurs on a remote XenApp server. These applications 
are often more tightly controlled from a personalization perspective as changes to the 
application configuration impacts other users on the same XenApp server.  

 Streamed: Streamed applications are only available to users who are granted rights. When the 
application is selected, the application bits are sent across the network to the target device 
(hosted, streamed or mobile/offline desktop) and executed within the isolation environment.  
Streamed applications are maintained centrally. A streamed application can continue to 
function in situations where the network connectivity is disrupted (remote employee on a 
mobile/offline desktop).  

The application integration solution for the organization’s application set is defined as follows: 

Application  Application 
Integration Solution 

Justification 

Office productivity Stream to installed desktop 

Stream to streamed desktop 

Stream to hosted desktop 

Stream to XenApp server 

Although the Office application can just as easily be 
installed onto all target devices (streamed desktops, 
mobile/offline desktops, hosted desktops and XenApp 
servers), the use of application streaming creates a 
single application profile for all target devices. This 
simplifies application maintenance and helps ensure 
consistency between targets and environments.  Also, 
when updates are required, the central profile is 
updated and all targets automatically receive the 
updates.  

Time/people management  Host from XenApp The time management application is installed onto the 
XenApp servers. Upon closer inspection of the 
application, it contains Windows services that 
currently cannot be profiled and streamed with 
XenApp application streaming.  

ERP Host from XenApp The ERP application is installed and hosted on the 
XenApp servers.  Due to the extensive configurations 
and constant updates, as well as ODBC 
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Application  Application 
Integration Solution 

Justification 

configurations, installations are used instead of 
application streaming.    

CRM Host from XenApp The CRM application is installed and hosted on the 
XenApp servers.  As the CRM requires ODBC 
connection configurations, the application is installed 
and not streamed.     

CAD/CAM Stream to installed desktop 

Stream to streamed desktop 

Stream to hosted desktop 

 

The CAD/CAM applications are streamed to the 
desktops.  Because the application is streamed, only 
authorized users have access. Streaming the 
CAD/CAM application also reduces the number of 
required desktop images. The CAD/CAM users can 
use any generic desktop image and the CAD/CAM 
application is applied on top automatically based on 
the user credentials.  

Desktop publishing Stream to installed desktop 

Stream to streamed desktop 

Stream to hosted desktop 

 

The desktop publishing applications are streamed to 
the desktop in order to keep the configurations in sync 
with the latest application updates.  By streaming the 
application, the Marketing group no longer requires 
their own unique base desktop image.  

Multimedia applications Stream to installed desktop 

Stream to streamed desktop 

Stream to hosted desktop 

 

The multimedia applications are streamed to the 
desktop in order to keep the configurations in sync 
with the latest application updates.  By streaming the 
application, the Marketing group no longer requires 
their own unique base desktop image. Because the 
multimedia application relies upon the desktop 
publishing applications, an application streaming 
inter-isolation link is required.  

Collaboration  Cloud-based (with local 
agent install) 

The agent is an optional component for the 
collaboration application suite; however, the agent 
simplifies the environment for the users. The agent 
installs two Windows services, which prevents 
application streaming delivery.  Because of these 
factors, the local agent is installed into the desktops.   

Administration Stream to installed desktop 

Stream to streamed desktop 

Stream to hosted desktop 

 

Many of the infrastructure components must be 
managed with the correct versions of the admin tools. 
Streaming the applications to the desktop ensures the 
correct versions of tools are used.  

Development Tools Install in streamed desktop 

Install in hosted desktop 

 

The development tools install three Windows services 
into the operating system.  These applications require 
an installation into the base operating system image, 
resulting in a new desktop image for the Support 
team.  

Optimizations  

Many of the applications are streamed into the desktop, which helps reduce the overall number of 
unique images that must be supported and maintained.  Application streaming does have an impact 
on the environment as it relates to the following: 

 Application launch time: By pre-caching an application, users experience faster application 
launches as the application profile is obtained from the local desktop instead of from the 
network-located Application Hub 

 Write cache size: A streamed application is a change to the base desktop image. These 
changes are captured within the write cache.  By pre-caching applications into the base 
desktop image, streamed applications no longer have an impact on the write cache.  

In order to optimize the application delivery aspect of the XenDesktop design, the following 
applications are pre-cached for streamed and hosted desktops: 
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Application  Pre-cache Justification 

Office productivity Yes Almost every user within the organization starts the day 
by opening their email client. Within an entire workday, 
most users launch the office applications multiple 
times.  Pre-caching these applications helps optimize 
application delivery.  

CAD/CAM Yes Although only two user groups utilize the CAD/CAM 
applications, they comprise of roughly 80% of the user 
population.  By pre-caching the CAD/CAM applications, 
80% of the user population will experience an 
optimized application delivery environment for one of 
their core applications.   
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Desktop Delivery Design 
Users need to quickly connect to a desktop and receive the correct operating system and applications in 
order to be productive.  The desktop delivery component brokers the connections between the user and 
the hosted desktops.  The broker maintains the state of the environment, ensuring enough idle hosted 
desktops are available to fulfill user requests without over committing and wasting resources.  The 
desktop delivery design focuses on the overall farm design, desktop groups, idle settings and capacity 
planning.  

Capacity Planning 

Designing the XenDesktop farm requires the proper balance of capacity while not over or under-
allocating resources. Regardless of the size of the environment, the XenDesktop architecture 
resembles Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: XenDesktop Farm 

The design of the XenDesktop farm focused on geographical location and capacity.  Based on the 
organization’s requirements of 7,200 hosted desktops spread across four data centers, the following 
represents the design decisions:  

 

Site Hosted 
Desktops 

XenDesktop 
Farms 

XenDesktop 
Controllers 

Web Interface XenServer 
Resource Pools 

Miami 3800 2 XenDesktop 
farms  

4 virtual controllers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 per farm 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

5 resource pools 

 XDI: 1 

 PSI: 1 

 HDI: 4 (2 per farm) 

Los 1800 1 XenDesktop 2 virtual servers  2 virtual servers  4 resource pools 
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Site Hosted 
Desktops 

XenDesktop 
Farms 

XenDesktop 
Controllers 

Web Interface XenServer 
Resource Pools 

Angeles farm 

 
 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 per farm 

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

 XDI: 1 

 PSI: 1 

 HDI: 2  

London 800 1 XenDesktop 
farm 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 per farm 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

3 resource pools 

 XDI: 1 

 PSI: 1 

 HDI: 1 

Hong 
Kong 

800 1 XenDesktop 
farm 

 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 per farm 

 Redundancy: 1 per farm 

2 virtual servers  

 Required: 1 

 Redundancy: 1 

3 resource pools 

 XDI: 1 

 PSI: 1 

 HDI: 1 

Note: It is estimated that a resource pool can support 28 XenServers while each XenServer can 
support 40 hosted desktops.  These numbers are based on an analysis of the organization’s 
hardware, desktop images and user workloads.  The capacity numbers should be reexamined during 
the Build/Test phase.  

Note: XenApp information is not included as part of this design.  The architecture for XenApp does 
include a resource pool, but size has not been defined.  

Desktop Groups 

Desktop groups allow certain groups of users to have different configurations from other groups.  This 
is important as one group of users might require different farm settings or be based on a different base 
operating system image.  The following table defines the design group definition for the organization: 

Group  Farm Pool(s) Users Idle Settings 

Data Center: Miami 

Vista Desktop 

(3600 
desktops) 

East 1 

East 2 

 

VDI-1 

VDI-2 

Last names A thru M 

Last names N thru Z 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 3000  500 100 

Support 
Desktop 

(200 desktops) 

East 1 VDI-1 

VDI-2 

All Miami Support 
users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 120 20 10 

Data Center: Los Angeles 

Vista Desktop 

(1700 
desktops) 

West 1 VDI-1 

VDI-2 

All engineering, 
manufacturing, IT 
and marketing Los 
Angeles users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 1500  250 50 

Support 
Desktop 

(100 desktops) 

West 1 VDI-1 

VDI-2 

All Los Angeles 
Support users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 60  10 5 

Data Center: London 

Vista Desktop 

(650 desktops) 

London 
1 

VDI-1 All engineering, 
manufacturing, IT 
and marketing 
London users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 230  65 30 

Support 
Desktop 

(150 desktops) 

London 
1 

VDI-1 All London Support 
users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 100 15 5 

Data Center: Los Angeles 

Vista Desktop 

(700 desktops) 

Hong 
Kong 1 

VDI-1 All engineering, 
manufacturing, IT 
and marketing Hong 
Kong users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 450  70 35 
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Support 
Desktop 

(100 desktops) 

Hong 
Kong 1 

VDI-1 All Hong Kong 
Support users 

 Day Start Peak End Day End 

Time 7:00 AM 9:30 AM 6:00 PM 

Desktop 65  10 5 

The Vista Desktop group in each region is used by the engineering, manufacturing, IT and marketing 
groups.  The base operating system image between the different groups of users is identical, resulting 
in a shared workstation group.  However, the Support team requires an application that must be 
installed into the base operating system image. This dictated the need for a new workstation group.  

A critical aspect of defining a workstation group is ensuring there are enough idle workstations to 
support cyclical surges in activity.  Each region has a large influx of users between 8 and 9 AM (local 
time).  The Day Start parameter must be set high enough to quickly deliver a virtual desktop and be 
set early enough to allow the environment enough time to ramp up before the user surge.  Once the 
peak time period ends (which must take into account different time zones within the region), the 
number of idle workstations is reduced to conserve power and resources.   
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Desktop Design 
Desktops, whether they are hosted, streamed or installed, slow down as the number of installed 
applications and tools increases.  Designing the desktop must take into account numerous factors while 
trying to obtain the fastest and most optimized environment possible for users.  This process involves 
decisions focused around resource allocation, desktop images and storage requirements.  

Virtual Machine Specifications 

Users receiving a hosted desktop require certain hardware specifications in order to support their set 
of applications. The specifications are based on the user’s role, which are identical across 
geographies helping to reduce the number of images and virtual machine definitions.  The 
specifications are as follows: 

User Group Hosted 
Desktops 

Memory Processor vDisk Image 

Engineering-Virtual 3450 3 GB RAM 2 Processors HostedVista-Rev1 

Manufacturing- Virtual 2350 3 GB RAM 2 Processors HostedVista-Rev1 

Marketing-Virtual 300 2 GB RAM 2 Processors HostedVista-Rev1 

Support 550 2 GB RAM 1 Processors Support-Rev1 

IT 550 2 GB RAM 2 Processors HostedVista-Rev1 

As can be seen, the IT, Support, Manufacturing and Engineering groups utilize the same vDisk image 
even though the amount of RAM fluctuates between groups.  If the number of processors fluctuated, 
the Vista operating system, within the vDisk, would require activation upon every reboot as the 
hardware configuration changed from the initial operating system activation.   

Desktop Images  

The desktop images, vDisk file, must include the appropriate supporting components in order for users 
to have a seamless user experience.  The desktop image is broken down into four different 
components: 

1. Operating System 

2. XenDesktop Delivery 

3. Application Support 

4. Applications 

Based on these categories, the organization is including the following within the three desktop images: 

 Hosted Vista 
vDisk 

Streamed 
Vista vDisk 

Support 
vDisk 

Disk Configuration 

Size 20 GB 20 GB 20 GB 

Operating System 

Windows Vista Enterprise  √ √ √ 

Service Packs and Hotfixes √ √ √ 

XenDesktop Delivery 

Citrix Virtual Desktop Agent  √  √ 

Citrix Provisioning Services Target Device Client √ √ √ 

Citrix App Plug-in for Hosted Apps  √ √ √ 

Citrix App Plug-in for Streamed Apps √ √ √ 

Citrix Tools for Virtual Machines  √  √ 

Citrix User Profile Manager (not enabled in GPO) √ √ √ 

Foundational Applications 

Adobe Shockwave Player 11 √ √ √ 
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 Hosted Vista 
vDisk 

Streamed 
Vista vDisk 

Support 
vDisk 

Adobe Flash Player ActiveX 9 √ √ √ 

Symantec Antivirus 10 √ √ √ 

Microsoft Silverlight 2 √ √ √ 

Applications 

Office (Pre-cached) √ √ √ 

Development Tools    √ 

Many of the items within the operating system and XenDesktop delivery sections are necessary for 
proper desktop delivery.  However, the Streamed Vista vDisk is slightly modified as it does not include 
the Virtual Desktop Agent or the Citrix Tools for Virtual Machines.  As the Streamed Vista vDisk is 
meant for desktops running on bare-metal hardware, these two components are not needed and are 
not installed.  

As the design moves down the stack to focus on supporting applications, it is necessary to focus on 
those foundational applications used by the business applications, websites and plugins. These 
applications are used constantly and without user awareness.  Although the foundational applications 
can be streamed with XenApp application streaming, it is generally easier to integrate them into the 
base desktop image.  

Within the core application section, the three desktop images include a pre-cached Office deployment. 
Because the Office applications are constantly used by every user, pre-caching streamlines the 
environment through faster application launches, reduction in network impact and reduction in write 
cache size.  

The Support desktop image deviates from the Hosted Vista image because it requires a local 
installation of the Development Tools. Through the analysis of the applications, defined earlier in the 
design, the development tools include aspects that currently cannot be streamed.  The development 
tools are installed into the image, thus creating a new desktop image.  

Storage 

Although the delivered desktops do not require storage – because the operating system and 
applications are streamed by Provisioning Services and XenApp respectively – storage is assigned to 
each desktop to increase desktop speed by not requiring the write cache to cross over the network 
back to the Provisioning Services server. Based on the design and image specifications, the following 
are the virtual desktop storage recommendations.  

 

Image Hardware Storage Type Storage Size 

Hosted Vista vDisk Virtual XenServer Shared Storage 5GB 

Streamed Vista vDisk Physical Local Disk Storage Not Applicable 

Support vDisk Virtual XenServer Shared Storage 4GB 

Based on the type of applications and the impact on the write cache, the Vista Standard image 
requires roughly 5GB of storage while the Support image uses 4GB.  The Support image incorporates 
almost all of the user group’s defined applications into the desktop image while the Vista Standard 
image does not. The storage size estimates provides an adequate buffer for those rare circumstances 
when a hosted desktop consumes more space than planned.  Also, the total consumed storage is 
further reduced with data-deduplication technology integrated into the SAN backedn.   

The assigned disks for the virtual desktops must be configured and formatted NTFS.  The Streamed 
Vista vDisk uses the local workstation disks, which are already formatted NTFS.  

Desktop Monitoring 

The organization is not planning to integrate an end-user performance monitoring solution into the 
environment, like Citrix EdgeSight. However, it is strongly recommended.  As this is a new 
environment and a new approach for desktop delivery, the organization must be able to validate the 
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hosted and streamed desktops are working efficiently.  Without an end-user performance monitoring 
solution in place, the administrators are unaware of any potential shortcomings with the environments, 
which could easily be rectified by changing infrastructure settings like virtual machine resource 
allocation.   
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Access Design 
Once the supporting infrastructure is in place, users must be able to gain access to the environment.  
Users could either connect internally over secured connections or externally through unsecured 
connections.  Regardless of the connection scenario, the process from the user’s perspective must be the 
same to mitigate any confusion. Access simplicity is achieved by focusing on local and remote access 
design.   

Resource Delivery 

Users need a way of receiving a list of their available resources – hosted desktops, hosted 
applications and streamed applications. With proper configuration, Web Interface is used to create the 
central delivery point for all users, regardless of resources.  The organization’s Web Interface design is 
as follows: 

 

Site Site Type Users Available 
Resources 

Justification 

Primary 
Site 

XenApp 
Services 

All users and all 
devices except 
users on 

 Hosted 
desktops  

 Streamed 
desktops 

 

XenDesktop Farm 

 Hosted desktops 

XenApp Farm 

 Hosted applications 

 Streamed applications 

All endpoints are configured with the 
Citrix Receiver. For all endpoints, 
except hosted and streamed 
desktops, the Receiver is directed to 
the primary Web Interface site.  The 
site allows users to select 
applications or hosted desktops, 
giving the users the power to choose 
the best environment for their current 
needs.  

Secondary 
Site 

XenApp 
Services 

Only users 
connecting from 

 Hosted 
desktops  

 Streamed 
desktops 

XenApp Farm 

 Hosted applications 

 Streamed applications 

Hosted and streamed desktops are 
pre-configured with the Citrix 
Receiver.  This Receiver instance is 
directed to the secondary Web 
Interface site. The secondary site 
only delivers applications, which 
prevents users from launching a 
hosted desktop inside of a hosted 
desktop.  

The multi-site design allows users on physical endpoints to have the ability to select either an 
application or a hosted desktop.  Certain users require a single application for one scenario, but then 
require a full desktop during another scenario.  Requiring users to remember different web addresses 
or processes to follow based on the resources they require is confusing for the user community.  To 
simplify the delivery of resources, the organization creates two Web Interface sites for each data 
center and then links them through different Citrix Receiver configurations.  

Although two different sites are created for each data center, this does not require additional Web 
Interface servers.  A single Web Interface server can include numerous site configurations.  

Internal Site Access 

Certain users travel from site-to-site and geography-to-geography.  These users, when on the internal 
network at any site, should receive their resources without being required to reconfigure the Citrix 
Receiver. The following figure shows how the environment is configured.  
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Figure 8: Internal Site Access 

Internal users gain access to their desktops and applications with a combination of DHCP, DNS and 
load balancing as follows: 

 Within the Miami data center, all devices within the connected regional offices receive their IP 
address information via DHCP servers, which also includes local DNS servers.   

 The Citrix Receiver, which is installed on all end points, is configured to obtain desktop and 
application delivery from the address “Delivery.company.com”.  

 The DNS server within the Miami data center translates the “Delivery.company.com” to a 
virtual IP address on the NetScaler within Miami data center.  

 NetScaler translates the “Delivery.company.com” address to an available Web Interface 
server within the local site.  Based on the intelligent load balancing algorithms, NetScaler only 
sends request to an available Web Interface server.  

The other three data centers use the same configuration except the local DNS servers translate 
“Delivery.company.com” to the local site’s NetScaler pair.   

External Site Access 

Large portions of the user community are remote, connecting over public and unsecured links 
(Internet).  This group of users has the same requirements as internal users, being able to select the 
most appropriate delivery approach possible.  Some external users require a desktop one day and 
applications another day.   

Similarly to internal users, external users also install the Citrix Receiver and access the environment 
as follows: 
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Figure 9: External Site Access 

External users gain access to their desktops and applications with NetScaler global server load 
balancing.  

 A user located anywhere in the world boots their workstation and the Citrix Receiver 
automatically makes a request for the URL http://delivery.company.com.  

 Internet DNS services eventually route the request to any number of the organization’s private 
DNS servers.   

 The organization’s private DNS server forwards the request onto one of the NetScaler devices 
located in any of the four data centers.  

 Because the NetScaler devices “talk” to each other, each site knows the health of the other 
sites. The NetScaler fulfilling the browser request determines the health of each site and 
which site responds the fastest.  Once determined, NetScaler sends the Access Gateway 
address to the user 

 The user receives the Access Gateway address and is automatically presented with a logon 
screen. Once authenticated, the user receives a list of applications and desktops. Selecting a 
resource establishes a session between the user’s endpoint and the published resource. All 
traffic is encrypted with SSL as it passes through Access Gateway.  
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Business Continuity Design 
Creating a desktop delivery solution requires proper analysis and design around fault tolerance and 
business continuity.  As a user’s desktop and applications are hosted from an internal data center 
location, the failure of a component could have a widespread impact across the user community.  In 
addition to the high-availability configurations detailed earlier, the organization includes failover solutions 
within a single data center and across multiple data centers, as explained in the following sections.  

Component Failover 

Local site users experience the best performance and responsiveness of their applications and 
desktops by utilizing systems that are also local.  However, if a local component fails, users must still 
be able to utilize their desktops and applications without changing their endpoint configurations or be 
required to remember to use a different location’s resources. The NetScaler implementation, already 
designed to provide load balancing and secure remote access, is expanded to provide component-
level failover by the designating component-level backup sites. The component-level backup design is 
shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: Component-level Backup Site Design 

In this scenario, NetScaler provides Web Interface, XenDesktop Controller and XenApp XML Broker 
services with local load balancing.  In the event of an entire site’s Web Interface going offline, 
NetScaler falls back to the backup site resources, as defined part of the NetScaler load balancing 
configuration.   

 NetScaler Configuration 

Site Load Balance Pool Backup Pool 

Miami 

Web Interface (Desktops/Apps) MIA-WIPRI-LB-POOL LA-WIPRI-LB-POOL 

XenDesktop Controller MIA-XD-LB-POOL LA-XD-LB-POOL 

Web Interface (Applications) MIA-WISEC-LB-POOL LA-WISEC-LB-POOL 

XenApp XML Broker MIA-XML-LB-POOL LA-XML-LB-POOL 

Los Angeles 

Web Interface (Desktops/Apps) LA-WIPRI-LB-POOL MIA-WIPRI-LB-POOL 

XenDesktop Controller LA-XD-LB-POOL MIA-XD-LB-POOL 

Web Interface (Applications) LA-WISEC-LB-POOL MIA-WISEC-LB-POOL 

XenApp XML Broker LA-XML-LB-POOL MIA-XML-LB-POOL 

London 

Web Interface (Desktops/Apps) LON-WIPRI-LB-POOL MIA-WIPRI-LB-POOL 

XenDesktop Controller LON-XD-LB-POOL MIA-XD-LB-POOL 

Web Interface (Applications) LON-WISEC-LB-POOL MIA-WISEC-LB-POOL 

XenApp XML Broker LON-XML-LB-POOL MIA-XML-LB-POOL 

Hong Kong 

Web Interface (Desktops/Apps) HK-WIPRI-LB-POOL LA-WIPRI-LB-POOL 
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XenDesktop Controller HK-XD-LB-POOL LA-XD-LB-POOL 

Web Interface (Applications) HK-WISEC-LB-POOL LA-WISEC-LB-POOL 

XenApp XML Broker HK-XML-LB-POOL LA-XML-LB-POOL 

Based on this configuration, if one of the two primary Web Interface servers at the Miami data center 
fails, NetScaler load balancing directs all requests to the remaining Web Interface server. If both Web 
Interface servers at the Miami data center fail, NetScaler load balancing directs requests to the backup 
Web Interface site location located in Los Angeles. Once local resources are restored, NetScaler 
automatically falls back to the primary site.  This architecture still utilizes local resources for virtual 
desktop delivery while rerouting requests around down services, helping to mask service disruptions 
from the end user.   

Site Failover 

Providing component-level failover is the initial start for a business continuity solution, but the design 
must also take a holistic view of the entire site health.  For example, if an entire data center is 
unavailable, in a disaster scenario, users must be rerouted to their backup data center.  

In a complete site disaster recovery scenario, users continue to go to the fastest responding site, 
which now excludes the failed site.  A user located in New York, who is normally routed to the Miami 
data center during normal operations, would have their requests directed to Los Angeles as it 
responds fastest.  The infrastructure needed to overcome a complete site failure is already in place as 
it utilizes the NetScaler global server load balancing feature already deployed for remote access, as 
shown in the following figure: 

 

Based on this architecture, users continue to receive their resources, completely unaware of a site 
failure is occurring. The site failover plan requires additional hardware within the data centers. For 
example, if the Miami data center fails, the second most preferred site – Los Angeles – must have 
enough hardware to accommodate the influx of new users.    
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Next Steps 
As the organization moves forward with plans to streamline desktop management through an integrated 
desktop delivery solution, it is important to follow a structured plan with well-defined checkpoints in order 
to guarantee all requirements are being met.  This involves the following tasks: 

Build/Test Phase 

 Environment Build: Build the initial infrastructure within one data center based on this detailed 
design.  The infrastructure should include the virtualization infrastructure, operating system 
delivery, desktop delivery, desktop images and access components.  

 Unit Testing: Initial tests should be conducted to validate initial user requirements are being met.  
This includes the user experience, application availability and end-to-end functionality.  

 Infrastructure Integration: The new desktop delivery solution must be integrated into the 
organization’s current data center infrastructure in order to provide resources to users. This 
requires network, Active Directory and monitoring updates. 

 Checkpoint: Verify the design decisions are correct based on current environment configurations. 
Specifically focus on application delivery and operating system delivery.  

Rollout Phase 

 Pilot: Conduct a small-scale implementation with real users in a live environment.  Users across 
multiple groups should be selected that tests each component and requirement of the 
environment.  Feedback must be gathered and evaluated.  

 Checkpoint: Verify the design decisions are correct based on initial pilot user feedback. This 
specifically focuses on user experience and capacity planning. If changes are required based on 
feedback, the updated information should be detailed within the design document and the 
environment should be updated.  

 Rollout: Implement a phased rollout of the new environment by migrating users from their 
physical desktop into a virtual desktop – streamed or hosted.  Feedback should be continually 
gathered and performance metrics should be monitored to validate capacity estimates.  
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Appendix I: Customer Background 
The organization is a multi-national manufacturing company with operations in fifteen countries. The 
organization manufactures products ranging from household appliances to home storage solutions. Many 
of the products manufactured receive some of the highest quality ratings from independent firms, which 
align with the organization’s core values.   

With roughly 10,000 employees around the world, the organization has been plagued with logistical and 
technical challenges in desktop delivery and support environment.  This led the organization to 
investigate virtual desktops, leading to the decision to move forward with a Citrix XenDesktop design. The 
XenDesktop design decisions are based on the customer’s infrastructure and user community. The 
customer’s site layout is shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Site Layout 

The customer is a worldwide organization comprised of four data centers (Miami, Los Angeles, London 
and Hong Kong), numerous regional offices – each connected by a private wide area network to one data 
center. Additionally, thousands of users are located in small branch offices

1
, home offices and virtual 

offices (travelling users). Each user has a “home” data center, where they connect unless there is a 
failure, which requires them to connect to their designated backup data center. Based on this 
architecture, the data centers are designed to support: 

Data 
Center 

Data Center 
Connections 

Regional 
Offices 

Branch 
Offices 

Virtual 
Offices 

Users 

Miami 3 (Los Angeles, 
London, Hong Kong) 

4 offices 10 offices 300 users 5000 users 

Los Angeles 3 (Miami, Hong Kong, 4 offices 11 offices 200 users 3000 users 

                                                      
1
 Regional Offices have local IT staff, branch offices have no local IT staff, virtual offices are hotels, 

airports and homes.  
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London) 

London 2 (Los Angeles, 
Miami) 

3 offices 5 offices 50 users 1000 users 

Hong Kong 2 (Los Angeles, 
Miami) 

4 offices 2 offices 100 users 1000 users 

With users spread throughout numerous offices, with and without IT staff, the benefits of easier 
supportability, administration and security of virtualized desktops becomes clear.  However, out of the 
10,000 users within the organization, only a percentage will require the user of a virtual desktop, while 
others will be better served with XenApp virtualized applications.  The breakdown of users and their 
needs are as follows: 

User Group Overview Location User 
Count 

Virtual 
Desktop 

Engineers Designs the latest products and 
enhancements 

Based out of corporate and 
regional offices 

4000 Yes 

Manufacturing Responsible for taking the latest 
designs and integrating into 
production floor setup.  

Based out of regional offices 3000 Yes 

Finance Responsible for tabulating sales 
and financial information 

Based out of corporate and 
regional offices 

500 No 

Human 
Resources 

Oversees organization by 
assisting employees with 
questions about options and 
benefits 

Based out of the corporate 
offices 

200 No 

IT Builds and maintains the 
infrastructure used to support 
business activities 

Based out of the corporate 
offices 

550 Yes 

Marketing Develops advertisements and 
marketing campaigns utilizing 
multiple forms of media.  

Based out of the corporate 
offices 

700 Yes 

Sales Responsible for meeting with 
current and potential customers 
about purchasing products 

Corporate, regional, branch and 
virtual offices.   Constantly on 
the road at customer and public 
locations 

1500 No 

Support Provides product support for 
customers 

Based out of corporate offices 550 Yes 

Although many users require a desktop, some have already gone through a hardware refresh cycle and 
are able to run the latest operating system and applications with acceptable performance on their physical 
desktop. Instead of letting the hardware remain idle, these desktops are instead defined as streamed 
desktops, reducing the overall hosted desktop count by the following: 

Office Hosted Desktops Streamed Desktops 

Data Center: Miami 

Atlanta 500 150 

Miami 1500 450 

Minneapolis 550 0 

New York 700 400 

Houston  550 0 

Data Center: Los Angeles 

Los Angeles 800 300 

Mexico City 250 0 

Phoenix 250 0 

San Francisco 300 200 

Seattle 200 100 

 

Although the Miami data center must deliver 4,800 desktops, 1,000 of them are streamed desktops 
instead of hosted.  
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Appendix II: References 
In order to create the XenDesktop Design, the following materials were used as background information.  
These materials should be used as guides, but the overall design decisions are based on the 
organization’s user requirements and business objectives.  

 XenDesktop Design Handbook (CTX120760) 

 XenDesktop Scalability document (CTX119775) 

 Provisioning Services for XenApp Reference Architecture (CTX120512) 

 Provisioning Services for XenApp Best Practices (CTX120464) 

 Application Delivery into a Virtual Desktop (CTX120516) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX120760
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX119775
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX120512
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX120464
http://support.citrix.com/article/CTX120516
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